
 

After such a long wait, our Candydolltv LauraB set has finally been updated! There are over 130 new and improved poses in this set. So much has changed in the last few months so we wanted to share with you all- because you're awesome and we love you! #What's New: This is a big one. Our whole rig (the bones that make up our body) has been completely overhauled and tweaked since the last time
we released a new set. The mesh now supports smoothing which means it flows better with your shape during animations or pose changes, plus there's more control over the deformation of limbs such as fingers, wrists, elbows etc (yay!). Laura's new rig also allows us to add a new feature for this set- pose dots! The pose dots are a really great addition. They allow you to have some extra visual feedback
when performing the poses. A blue dot represents a pose being held while a pink dot implies that the character is in motion (eg: jumping, shaking etc). #Pose Dots: We've also added some animation loops in with the poses, giving you guys extra animations to play around with. You can find all of these new animations under the 'pose dots' section in the character panel. The pose dot system is pretty
cool when combined with our new animation feature, pose loops. With these, you can animate your character to move freely around the scene in any direction you like! Just select the 'pose loop' tool in the animation panel and click/drag where you want to start your loop from. #Other Changes: We've also added a bunch of new clothing items for this set! There's a whole bunch of new jerseys from
various sports teams as well as a variety of casual wear such as shorts, tank tops and so on. There are also a number of upgrades to existing poses which have been tweaked and improved to better fit your characters body shape and movement. Enjoy :) - Candydollteam (the girls) #Change Log: New: Clothing upgrades to existing items and new items added to the set. #Pose Dots: We've also added some
animation loops in with the poses, giving you guys extra animations to play around with. You can find all of these new animations under the 'pose dots' section in the character panel. #Other Changes: We've also added a bunch of new clothing items for this set! There's a whole bunch of new jerseys from various sports teams as well as a variety of casual wear such as shorts, tank tops and so on. #What's
next: Now we've added this cool new feature we think we'd like to keep expanding on it more and more.
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